
I CAN SEE CLEARLY NOW

PREPARATION
First the DISCLAIMER

There is no need to finish this hand out and this workshop is NOT for you if…

You are convinced all judgments are BAD
You don’t think you have any negative criticisms of others/world
You already live on an ethereal spiritual plane where nothing others do
can hurt you or be taken personally by you.
You really like laying into others and are not open to letting go of your
righteous one up stance.

Ok, now, if none of the above apply to you, we are ready to get down to it…

This handout will help you to answer three questions critical to you being ready to go
through the process of transforming criticism into clarity, compassion and truer,
deeper connection.

Once you discover your 3 answers – and if you still wish to move forward with me and
the group – you will need to send them to me to gain access to the workshop.

No answers = no access. I draw a firm line here because I know people – and men
particularly. And one thing I see more often than not is how we squirm and avoid
identifying and owning the truth.

This workshop is very potent and life changing. But, it only works
if you are willing to get real.

This might very well be the hardest part right here.
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If you dare to go further, take some time to read this over first and really give yourself
permission to take the pressure off. You don’t need to impress me or get it right.

Start by being honest with yourself. It may be uncomfortable at first but I see again
and again that it also leads to enormous relief.

One man said it so recently,

It’s true, I feel criticized in this way…

Yup, I judge the fuck out of my wife in this way…

Sigh. Ok. Now, how do we change it…?

Before we dive into the 3 questions, it’s critical to understand why we get stye in our
eye and mis-perceive…

One is we essentialize…. TYPE CAST our partner/loved ones. We fall into the cognitive
trap, or psychological spell of thinking this is who they really are and all that they are.

The clearer and more accurate perspective is that we are noticing a PART of ourselves
or others that comes out sometimes and because we have a negative emotional
reaction, we exaggerate it.

This brings us to the other mis-understanding we make. This one is in reaction to
others type casting us distorting how we are seen.

When my wife pegs me as…    I get all hu�ty and DISOWN it entirely. Why I am
offended that you see me this way. But by getting defensive and refusing to wear the
ridiculous outfit they put on us, it only makes them more righteous and determined to
pin us down in it.

The stark reality is that there is a GRAIN of truth in that pile of horse manure.

And if we dare to OWN that grain, we can rapidly diffuse the land mines that keep
going off in our relationships.
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QUESTION #1:
What is your WORST judgment?

It’s time to IDENTIFY the worst judgment you have towards others or which you
feel is leveled at you. To help you get to the bottom of it, I share below the most
common judgments that I hear again and again…

The 5 MOST COMMON JUDGY DUOS
1. MEAN/BULLY ←→ WEAK/VICTIM
2. SELFISH NARCISSIST ←→ BLEEDING MARTYR
3. NEEDY FUCK ←→  COLD A-HOLE
4. CONTROL FREAK ←→  IRRESPONSIBLE CHILD
5. UNWORTHY ←→  SUPERIOR

CRITICAL NOTE
Remember that your worst judgment(s) are not how you
see yourself or loved one completely. They represent how
a PART of you (that is most critical and stuck in a
negative reaction mode) sees you and them…

Let’s not hide this part or make excuses for it. Time to
expose it to the light of truth seeking deeper connection.
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Get the idea? Ok, now, without holding back and defending that critical voice,
write down your top three judgments below…

Please use your own words that feel most true to
you and evoke the strongest negative charge from
you…

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Examples to bring this to life (with judgements underlined)…

“Sometimes, I see my partner as such a victim and cry baby. I
feel like such a mean shit for feeling this way but even when I try
to hide it, she can smell it on me.

“My wife is such a nagging school teacher who sees me as a
clueless and irresponsible child.”

“I am my own worst enemy… I feel like such a failure, a loser.
What’s the judgment I think others have of me? Hmm… That I’m
a burden. I see my friends and family as having it so together
and being weighed down by me.”

“Sometimes, I believe that they are too needy and not resilient
and self reliant enough.”

“I believe that I am too self-absorbed and not considerate and
compassionate enough.”
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Now, looking at your own list (fill in the blank - above) look them over and tune
into the one that carries the most negative emotional charge.

Most common visceral
reactions include…

Cringiness, scrunchy face, annoyance, disgust, hate,
righteous indignation, disappointment, shame, and/or a
whole body sense of numbness and yuckiness.

NOTE - Having such reactions is a healthy response
signaling that holding judgments doesn’t feel good in your
bodies. It’s time to make a shift towards greater clarity,
compassionate truth and genuine connection.

Now write down the ONE that is most negatively charged for you below:

The first ANSWER!

My worst judgment is…

_______________________________
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QUESTION #2:
What is the IMPACT
of this judgment?

This is more evident and you have already sensed it by leaning in to find your
worst judgment.

There are two sides to it – as to most things in life:

The first side is the impact it has on you.
Take a moment to recognize how this judgment – whether you hold it towards
others or perceive it directed at you – affects your life.

What has it robbed you of over time?

How does it feel inside your body?

How does it make you want to behave around others?

Bottom line - what has it been costing you?

Write down the most salient answer(s)...

_______________________________

_______________________________
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Second side of the coin is the impact it has on the
other person.
You can make it simple by asking them. A daring proposition and maybe not
possible or too risky at the moment. Next best idea is to guess. Put yourself in
their shoes for a moment and imagine…

What has it taken from them over time?

How might they feel it impacting their happiness and wellbeing?

How do they experience the world around them because of it?

Bottom line - what has it been costing them?

Write down the most salient answer(s)/guess(es) you have…

_______________________________

_______________________________

Beautiful and brave work you just did.

Take a pause, drink something refreshing. Thank yourself for flexing your
honesty muscles right now. Feel some pride and joy for taking
accountability and response-ability for your life and your relationships.

The hard part is over. This last question will most likely help you feel better.
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QUESTION #3:
What is your source for

LOVE and ACCEPTANCE?

The set sail on a smooth and life changing process of clarifying and transforming your
worst judgment over 2 hours together we need one more piece of intel…

The question is really who or what serves as a source for love and acceptance for you.
This source does not need to be perfect or completely unconditional. Just good
enough.

Examples of sources of love and acceptance…

“I go to nature… any piece of greenspace, land, where I can get out of my
head, forget about the inner pressures and outer expectations of the world
and just lose myself in being. (sigh).”

“It’s my grandmother. She used to chase us with her wooden spoon when
we were mischievous but she always led with love, folding us in with a cup of
something warm, a long hug and her undivided attention.”

“My wife actually. Yes, I said she could be critical and sharp and a pain at
times, but she can also turn a switch sometimes and really show up with so
much compassion and unconditional love that I melt like a puddle. Teary
eyed thinking about it now…”

“Not being religious and cause people may judge, I don’t talk about it much
but when I feel most desperate, lost and alone, I talk to a higher power. I
call him Papa. He has a presence. He knows me better than I know myself.
Never tells me what I need to do, but holds me in his gaze.”
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The final answer…

My strongest source for
acceptance and love is…

_______________________________

PS ~ If you find it hard to identify
a source of love and acceptance

in your life…

…I am sad to hear that and it’s ok. A vital part of the
workshop will be about accessing that unlimited
source together. Even if your childhood was a hello of
trauma and life has been rough since for you out
there surviving on your own, I will help you and offer
some reliable tools to feel it in your nervous system.
And I trust from many previous experiences that
there is tremendous power that will come from the
group experience too.
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Now, to doubly a�rm & summarize, fill in the blanks (again) below…

1. My worst judgment about myself/other(s) is

2. The biggest IMPACT(s) of this judgment…
On me…

On them…

3. My strongest source for unconditional acceptance
and love is

I don’t know → To be discovered together in workshop
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Last and critical step…

👇 SUBMIT to RSVP*👇

Please know…

Your honesty thus far is a powerful gesture
opening the door to grow and evolve your worst judgments.

If you would entrust me with your truth and
open up to learning how, I would love to show you

a powerful and accelerated way to shift this specific criticism into
sharper clarity, compassionate understanding, deeper intimacy and

more intense closeness, at our upcoming workshop.

If you wish it…

> SEND it now <
…by cutting and pasting
or screen grabbing the

three answers on previous page (10) to:

david@powerfulandloving.com

* If you are the first of 11 people to respond, I will reply with a private zoom link. If
you reply later, I will place you at the top of the line to join us next time we run this
workshop live.
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